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Introduction: JWH-018(1-pentyl-3-(1-naphthoyl)indole) and 5F-PB-22(Quinolin-8-yl[1-(5-fluoropentyl)indol-3-carboxylate]) 
are SCBs (synthetic cannabinoids) belonging to different chemical families, active as agonist with nanomolar activity at CB1/
CB2(cannabinod receptor 1and 2) and commonly used as ingredients of “herbal blend”. These caused in human harmful 
psychoactive crisis and frequent cardiovascular fatalities. Since these SCBs alter memory performance, as previously seen in 
vivo animal models, with hyperreflexive crisis and abnormal pattern of locomotion, we tested if JWH-018and 5F-PB-22alter 
hippocampal and somatocortical functionality in mice and in which extent.

Material and methods: To test this hypothesis, we performed electrophysiological recording in vitro of fEPSPs (field Excitatory 
Post Synaptic Potential) and LTP capabilities (Long Term Potentiation, an in vitro model which reproduces a synaptic 
memory mechanism) in male CD-1hippocampal perfused slices. For this purpose we perfused the slices with the SCBs in a 
concentration range from 0.001to 1µM. To evaluate cerebral electrical effects in vivo, EEG was recorded by mean of chronic 
deep implanted bipolar electrode in somatosensory cortex or hippocampus of male CD-1freely moving adult mice. The SCBs 
were acute intraperitoneal (i.p.) injected at concentration of 1or 6mg/kg. EEG were recorded for 30 minutes acutely after 
drug injection and in a time window at 2and 24hours after SCBs administration. 

Results: In vitro electrophysiological data showed that 5F-PB-22, as previously reported for JWH-018, caused a significative 
reduction of fEPSP developing with a very slow onset (1hour) for steady effect, associated with a massive impairing of LTP. 
These effects where prevented by AM251perfusion. Interestingly, the two SCBs displayed similar maximal effect, while the dose\
response profile was consistently different. In vitro results are in line with in vivo electrophysiological analysis. In vivo JWH-018, 
at doses that impair object memory recognition in mice, and 5F-PB-22caused macroscopic rapid alterations of brain electrical 
EEG activity in both cortical and hippocampal areas. At lowest dose tested (1mg/kg), SCBs did not cause relevant behavioral 
alterations, but induced clear modifications of EEG profile. In particular, power spectrum analysis showed significant transitory 
abnormal wave in hippocampal EEG, potentially related to the impairment of memory formation in the memory test. This 
effect was dramatically exacerbated at the higher dose tested (6mg/kg). Moreover at 6mg/kg 5F-PB-22cause severe “seizure-
like” crisis, followed in some mice by death. In fact, 5F-PB-22, according to its powerful pharmacodynamics,  reproduced a 
similar scenario caused by JWH-018but with a clear amplification of the behavioral and EEG effects. Spectral analysis of EEG 
wave components in the different bands revealed selective alterations possibly linkable with behavioral effect observed.

Discussion and conclusions: Data we obtained show how SCBs harmful effects involve specific neuronal electrical alterations. 
Impairment of synaptic excitatory transmission and of LTP capabilities in the hippocampus confirm the strong depressive activity 
of SCBs on hippocampal functionality. Single EEG bands analysis described a scenario far from simple “cerebral blackout” 
apparently evident from whole EEG view. This causes possibly unbalance between power bands, consistent with locomotor 
and behavioral crisis. Activity of SCBs deserve further investigations to better understand role of endocannabinoid system in 
neuronal physiology, questions raised by the unexplained effects of pure high affinity CB1agonists. Under the toxicological 
aspect, these data confirm the harmful represented by these drugs, independently from chemical structure, opening a window 
on the possible pathway for psychosis induced by SCBs abuse.


